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FIRST TASKS TO DO
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After opening the DHL delivery box (and removing the packaging material)
you will have 2 (grey) boxes in front of you. The bigger one is called “REEL”
(there should be a sticker with that and 3 flags on it) and the small one is
called “E” (again there should be a sticker for that). Around “REEL” there
will be a yellow thread, which is for connecting the box to the balloon.

Figure 1: The 2 boxes before packing
On both boxes will be some (black) insulation tape to fix some of the strings
used in the experiment. The first step is to remove that insulation tape to
free the strings.
After Releasing the Strings, Next step is to open the primary Lid of REEL,
this can be accomplished by simply pulling the upper most part of the box,
and it should be easily removed.
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Figure 2: Insulation tape (black) and push before launch button (red)
A) POWERING THE LOADS
The NXT was sent without battery, and so was the digital camera, which
both are both inside the REEL box. Those two need to be powered by
Energizer AA batteries.
For the Digital camera simply push the gray button and slide the lid in the
direction of the center of the Box (by default it should be opened), next
place the batteries as illustrated inside the battery chamber, that is one
facing upward and the other facing downward. Then just close the lid by
pushing it and sliding it so it locks (When batteries are put into the digital
camera it might turn on, that is NOT a problem).
To take out the NXT remove the Black cables that connect it to the Motors
(“A”, “B” and “C”), and pull gently so that the NXT slides out. There should
be a cable connected from bellow it ( sensor “2”), if there is not enough
space for replacing the batteries, this can be removed so that the NXT can
be totally removed from the Box. After Replacing the AA Batteries on the
NXT, make sure the Cable labeled as “2”, is inserted into the Sensor marked
as “2”, the slide the NXT all the way in, and when it hits the bottom,
connect all 3 cables marked as “A”, “B” and “C” in their corresponding slots
in the upper part of the NXT.
The lid should not be sealed though at this time since the NXT needs to
be turned ON at launch site.
For Powering the “E” box a 9V (square) battery is Needed (we were not sure
if those are provided as well, in case one is not available, please connect a
battery array that provides no less than 6V, and no more than 11V, and
contact a member of the SMRT Team before plugging it!). If Energizer
provides 9V batteries the current one can be replaced, the battery should
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not be plugged in yet! This needs to be done at the launch site, since there
is no (external) power switch.
B) GETTING THE LOAD’S STRINGS CONNECTED
Make sure that the E Box has 2 strings coming out on 2 opposite sides (long
ones) of the E box– see Figure 3)

Figure 3: String coming out of the E box, with the lid not yet closed
From the REEL box are two holes with wires coming out from the bottom.
One (the one with a Hook and a Fishing weight above the opening and
actually two strings coming out of the box is used for weight purposes and
the free fall experiment. The other (a single string coming out of the box,
tied to a Lego piece) should be connected with the string coming out of the
“E” box, with a Strong Knot, preferably a double knot or any professional
knot that can assure that the E box will remain attached to Reel at all
times.
For safety purposes there should be loose string coming out of the box
(roughly half a meter counting both strings, as they are connected and if
one is pulled it will get loose string from the other WHEN THE LOCK IS NOT
ON. The lock is OFF by default, but if some program has been run this is not
assured) In case there is not enough loose string please contact a member of
SMRT Team. (By turning the black wheels on the motors some wire can be
unrolled and then be used for more safety, BUT it has to be manually moved
through the holes to go outside)
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TASKS TO DO BEFORE LAUNCH (preferably at launch site)

A)
TURN THE NXT ON, AND START RUNNING THE PROGRAM
Start by taking out the NXT as Shown in 1.A, and then push the ON (middle)
Button, after the initialization (LEJOS logo screen) navigate to the second
entry (Files) by pressing the right arrow key and select it with the middle
key. In the menu navigate to the HALE.nxj and select it and then select
execute program. This starts the HALE program and you should see a screen
saying SpaceMaster Robotics Team and it will wait for the REMOVE BEFORE
LAUNCH button to be pressed.
B)
POWER E BOX and Test
Power the E Box as shown in 1.A and check that the module is running by
using any Bluetooth device and discover the device named “BlueRadios”, it
is NOT necessary to connect to it, just make sure that its discoverable and
by this the working of the E module is assured.
C)
SEAL BOTH BOXES
Seal both boxes by using Duct-Tape, or any other strong tape to close BOTH
lids securely so that they are ready to Fly.

3.

TASKS TO DO WHEN LAUNCH IS IMMINENT

Remove the LEGO piece (grey technic wheel) from the REEL box and PUSH
the black LEGO piece inwards (should not stand out anymore). This is the
signal that the launch of the balloon is imminent, the NXT will then wait for
a set amount of minutes (plan is 50mins) before it starts with the operation
of the experiment. See Figure 2
This should be it! We hope for a great and successful launch!
Godspeed HALE 2008!
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